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building bridges generation “G”

[Chairman’s message] [the world’s biggest brain drain]

Extroversion, that has more than once been
introduced as one of HeDA’s fundamental
goals, begins with our own regular and
interactive communication on issues that
concern us all, stakeholders and representatives of the
Hellenic - Dutch business community in our country. In this
context, I would describe the current issue of our newsletter,
as an important and interesting link in our communication,
keeping us abreast of activities and initiatives that are typical
of our joint efforts.
Only through developing relations and fostering collaboration,
during these obviously uncertain times, can we find conduits
towards achieving creativity and growth. In our capacity as an
Association we insist on the idea of togetherness, a concept
we are putting into practice through ‘Mazi’ and its multiplying
effects. Thus, I urge all HeDA Members to actively contribute.
Moreover, we are keeping our doors open to all Chambers
and institutional bodies, state agencies and organisations, by
sharing benchmarks, points of reference and by reviewing our
scope of feasible synergies.
It is unquestionable that HeDA needs, in that sense, all of
our Members to get closer, whether they are individuals or
business entities. The Association needs constant feedback in
terms of positive thinking, fresh ideas and effective suggestions.
It is important that we keep up the same pace and vibrancy
we implement on a daily basis for the companies we work for,
in nurturing our interaction with HeDA, as the only way to
achieve our common goals. The value that can be generated
and the benefits for all of us involved will prove to be immense
in this particular period, were business sustainability depends
on constant re-evaluation and redefinition of our actions and
processes towards profitability and underlines our enlarged
responsibilities towards society.
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Enjoy the read!
George Kotsalos

Call them Generation G: young, talented, Greek – and part
of the biggest brain drain in an advanced western economy in
modern times. More than 200,000 Greeks have left since the
crisis bit five years ago.
Doctors in Germany, academics in the UK, shopkeepers in
America – the decimation of Greece’s population has perhaps
been the most pernicious byproduct of the economic collapse
which has beggared the country since its brush with bankruptcy.
Of the 2% of the population who have left, more than half have
gone to Germany and the UK. Migration outflows have risen
300% on pre-crisis levels, as youth unemployment soars to
more than 50%. Around 55% of those affected by record rates
of unemployment are under 35, according to Endeavour, the
international nonprofit group that supports entrepreneurship.
It is a huge loss of human capital whose affects will only begin to
be felt in the next decade. People who have been educated at
great cost, both to their families and the public purse, are now
working in wealthier countries which have not invested in them
at all. Some 35,000 Greek doctors – the biggest foreign group
of its kind – have emigrated to Germany, according to German
statistics cited in media reports. In sharp contrast to gastarbeiter
(guest workers) who flocked to the country’s factories in the
1950s, the emigres are highly qualified.
Despite the first signs of economic recovery – in November
figures showed that Greece returned to growth for the first time
in six years, its worst recession in postwar history – the exodus is
not abating. Increasing numbers want to join the already record
50,000 Greeks estimated by the OECD to be studying abroad.
Schools are being inundated with requests by students to be
enrolled on courses for international exams that could prepare
them for foreign fields.
Not all is lost. Many of the newly mobile Greeks want to return
home once the country recovers. Experts say with their new
skills and mindsets the emigres could become the “change
agents” Greece needs.
(THE GUARDIAN, 19.01.2015)
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The Netherlands Embassy

[added value for all Dutch enterprises active in Greece]
One of the key tasks of the Netherlands Embassy in Greece is to actively
support trade and commerce between our two countries. The Netherlands
and Greece have strong and long standing trade and investment relations.
Quite some Dutch-owned brands are household names in Greece. Think of
Philips, Amstel, NouNou, Unilever, Coral, ING and Interamerican. But there
is also a large volume of other trade and investments, for example in the
agricultural sector and the food industry. The Embassy is there to provide
added value for the larger Dutch multi-nationals as well as small and medium
enterprises active in Greece. This for example means providing companies
with new business contacts to explore new opportunities or intensify existing
business activities in Greece. And helping those companies in their contacts
with the Greek government and the wider public sector.
• NL exporteert - The Netherlands Ministry of Foreign Affairs, in
collaboration with the Dutch private sector has recently launched a trade
app, which supports Dutch business activities abroad. The app brings
Dutch business activities and its actors closer together and informs them
on new possibilities abroad. We invite you to download the app called ‘NL
exporteert’. The coming months the Embassy in Athens will work closely with
headquarters to further develop the content of this app. We appreciate your
input on business opportunities and any feedback that will help develop this
new initiative.
• Ten honorary consuls support bilateral business activities - Besides
the Embassy in Athens the Netherlands has ten honorary consuls for local
Dutch representation in Greece. The consulates have an important role in
supporting bilateral business activities as well as consular affairs. The coming
months consular colleagues of the Embassy will visit different consulates
with a mobile application system for Dutch travel documents. For further
information please check the Embassy website www.dutchembassy.gr
Visit our Facebook site ‘Embassy of the Netherlands in Greece’ for news
and events , such as the world renowned Netherlands Dance Theater
coming to Athens in March. Please share your thoughts and ideas with
us on Dutch-Greek relations.

ORANGE GROVE
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• Orange Grove News - Since the launch 16 months ago 142 entrepreneurs
from 88 start-ups have joined our special program. The young entrepreneurs
get a personal mentor and a coach, they can participate in seminars and
‘bootcamps’ and have access to a variety of legal, accounting and business
support services. During the recently completed application round of Orange
Grove, 24 new startup teams have been accepted to the program. It not only
makes this the most successful application round so far, but it also points out
the growing presence of Orange Grove in the Greek startup ecosystem. With
this new group currently 94 entrepreneurs are working from Orange Grove,
representing 65 startups. At this moment we are looking for experienced
people from the business sector who want to become a mentor to support
the initiative.

It would be our pleasure to welcome HEDA members to join our
network. More information can be found on www.orangegrove.biz and
facebook.com/orangegroveath or by contacting Project Manager
Anna-Maria Poullis at anna-maria@orangegrove.biz or 2114082551.

HeDA: continuous interaction
[upgraded services and privileges for all our members]
“The Board of HeDA, the Hellenic - Dutch Association of
Commerce and Industry, is committed in embracing and
enhacing the scope of the Association’s extroversion through
continuous interaction with the business community, decision
makers and the society” said new Chairman Giorgos Kotsalos
during the annual New Year’s celebration of HeDA.
Mr. G. Kotsalos reffered to the most important activities and
works of HeDA during 2014 and underlined the progress
made in terms of organisational issues such as more effective
networking and communication, statutory amendments,
website makeover and upgrading the quarterly newsletter
“HeDA NEWS”. Our Chairman commented on the successful
outcome of various events (in Crete, jointly with the Pancretan
Cooperative Bank and the Credit Insurance Conference), as
well as the Association’s participation as a co-host in a number
of events (the press conference in co-operation with the seven
biggest bilateral Chambers in Greece and the official opening of
the Dutch Embassy).

Mr. G. Kotsalos Chairman of HeDA (CEO Interamerican). Panel (left): Mr. P. Mparas, G.
Secretary, HeDA (Country Manager, Greece, Philips), Mr. K. Maggioros, Treasurer, HeDA
(Managing Director, Frieslandcampina), Mr. G. Thomaidis, Member, HeDA (Managing
Director, Coral), Mr. L. M. Gomez, Member HeDA (CEO, ING).

Mr. G. Kotsalos concluded his speech by setting the Association’s
goals for 2015, emphasising on multiple actions aiming to further
increase HeDA’s impact, by attracting new members throughout
Greece, by offering upgraded services (necessity that was
pinpointed during an e-survey regarding the views and needs
of existing members in terms of services (TV marketing) and
privileges (loyalty club).

(left) Mr. G. Kotsalos and Mr. L. M. Gomez with H.E. Ambassador Jan Versteeg , Mr. Uco
Vegter, Managing Director Achmea, Division International and Mr. Chris Schonewille, Vice
Chairman, Board of Directors, Achmea.

(left) Mr. G. Thomaidis, Mr. K. Maggioros, Mr. G. Kotsalos, H.E. Ambassador
Jan Versteeg, Mr. S. Anastasopoulos, Chairman, American Hellenic Chamber
of Commerce, Mr. Y. Grammatidis, Chairman, Institute of Economic Policy &
Public Governance of the American-Hellenic Chamber of Commerce.
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Moreover, Mr. G. Kotsalos stressed out that HeDA is going
to pursue cooperation with other chambers and institutional
bodies, given the close connection between the Association and
the Embassy of The Netherlands. Special reference was made to
the value of ‘’Orange Grove’’, a Dutch Embassy initiative, by far
is the most successful in Greece, co-funded by HeDA Member
Companies and with the support of the Dutch government.
Mr. Kotsalos highlighted the need for further co-operation with
‘’Οrange Grove’’ in order to achieve contractual agreements of
the projects presented by young enterpreneurs participating in
the program. V
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corporate profiles [Coral Gas A.E.B.E.Y. - ICAP GROUP - ONEX]
• Coral Gas A.E.B.E.Y. [www.coralgas.gr, info@coralgas.gr]
“Coral Gas A.E.B.E.Y.” is the successor of “Shell Gas A.E.B.E.Y.”, following the acquisition on June 30th,
2010 of the respective shares by MOTOR OIL (HELLAS) CORINTH REFINERIES S.A.
Since 1967 “Coral Gas A.E.B.E.Y.” through its 3 depots in Athens, Thessalonica and Ioannina, has
been supplying more than 1,000,000 customers with reliable and safe Liquefied Petroleum Gas (LPG)
products: a) commercial propane, b) commercial butane, c) commercial propane - butane mixture
for heating, d) commercial propane - butane mixture for Autogas, e) commercial propane - butane
odourless mixture for special applications. The company, markets its products in all different types of
packaging such as i) LPG cartridges, ii) LPG cylinders, iii) bulk in LPG tanks for commercial, industrial
uses and Autogas. With sales of over 125,000 MT of LPG, the company has a market share around
30% in the domestic market.
Coral Gas, is certified with ISO 9001:2008, ISO 14001:2004 and OHSAS 18001:2007 in all its operations
and is committed to provide innovative products and services to its customers by applying strict
procedures and processes always keeping safety at the top of its priorities.
Being part of MOTOR OIL Group and employing a staff of 101 individuals, “Coral Gas” will continue to
invest, among other things, in the growing market of Autogas (as alternative fuel) as well as in the new
ILL cartridge (equipped with Internal Leak Limiter), the composite GoGas cylinders and the standard
cylinders equipped with the special FLV valve (Flow Limiter Valve), all innovative products that increase
the safety level for its customers in the Greek LPG market.
Combining the know-how and flexibility of the MOTOR OIL Group with the global experience and
expertise of Shell, “Coral Gas” is in a position to supply its customers with the best, safest and more
reliable LPG products and services in the market. V

• ICAP Group [www.icap.gr, icap@icap.gr]
ICAP Group, with a staff of 1,300, is the largest business services Group in Greece with offices in five
cities. Furthermore, the Group is expanding dynamically in the Southeastern Europe Region, having
already strong subsidiaries in Romania, Bulgaria, Serbia, Βosnia & Herzegovina, Croatia, and Cyprus.
Since the beginning of 2007, ICAP Group’s strong majority shareholder is the SEEF fund of Global
Finance, the largest private equity firm in SE Europe, while Coface, one of the world’s largest Credit
Insurers and Business Information providers, is a minority shareholder.
ICAP Group is rapidly developing into a multidisciplinary service provider and its Vision is to be the
most successful Business Services group in SE Europe and its clients’ top choice, providing innovative
solutions and diversification. Our mission is embodied through the words “Your Business Partner”,
marking our corporate communication. For every link of the corporate value chain, there is a service
provided by ICAP Group: from the initial Business Plan during the establishment of the company, to
the Organisation and HR, Market Research, the continuous flow of Business Information, as well as our
wide range of Outsourcing Solutions. V
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• ONEX

Technology Group [www.onexcompany.com, info@onexcompany.com]
ONEX Technology Group, headquartered in New York, is a multinational technology and investment
corporation with an international presence in Europe and the USA and continuous investments in
Greece over the last 6 years in strategic areas of high added value.
ONEX Technology Group has established in Greece one of the fastest growing ICT solutions integration
companies in Europe, which implements large-scale projects of high complexity and standards and
develops innovative IT applications for critical infrastructure security, fire protection, health monitoring
or even disease spread. It also owns one of the best Outsourcing enterprise services company in
Europe, which specialises in Aviation assembling, manufacturing and MRO. Its Nanotechnology division
operates one of the best Advanced Materials Industries in Europe, which develops and produces
advanced materials and end products for marine and aviation coatings, water management and 3D
printing. The company is currently developing the biggest and the most contemporary eco-friendly
open sea fish farm in the Mediterranean, which enhances sea-life sustainability.
Within 10 years of operation the Group has created an extensive and diversified portfolio
of independent divisions, which currently employ over 400 experienced and qualified
professionals and has established an international network of partnerships with the most
prominent and leading manufacturers worldwide. V

health: the Dutch way! COUNTDOWN!

[Public - Private sector Synergies in Health services]

[In a few days, ING Greece
will be renamed to NN Hellas]

The Hellenic Association of Insurance Companies in cooperation with
SEV (the Federation of Enterprises) and HeDA hosted a conference on
«Global Public - Private Synergies in the Health sector and the Dutch
experience» (29.01.2015). The event was attended by representatives
of the financial sector, the insurance industry and Greek health service
providers.
Mr. J. Breit, Health Care Policy Advisor for The Dutch Association of
Insurance Companies, explained to the audience the fundamental
characteristics of the Dutch health care system. The particular healthcare
system, that has been introduced in 2006 constitutes a synergy among
insurance and the state, thus combining private health care benefits with
the public sector guarantee of social solidarity. The Dutch health care
system offers major provisions to those insured, is compulsory for all
The countdown for the rebranding has begun. In
a few days, ING Greece will be renamed to NN
Hellas, in full alignment to the global NN Group
rebranding strategy, that has been initiated last year,
following the successful separation of the banking
and insurance sectors of the Group.
«It is particularly important for our customers
to rest ensured that nothing will change in their
policies, after the rebranding to NN Hellas. On the
contrary, the rebranding process inspires us and
reinforces our will and commitment to better serve
and be even closer to our existing and potential
customers», said CEO of ING Greece Luis Miguel
Gomez.

Mr. G Kotsalos, Chairman of HeDA with Mr. T. Fessas Chairman of SEV.
(left) Mr. G. Veliotis, Chairman, Health Committee, Hellenic Association of Insurance
Companies, Mr. T. Sackville, CEO of International Federation of Health Plans, Mr J. Breit, Health
Care Policy Advisor, Dutch Association of Insurance Companies, Mrs. B. Athanassopoulou,
Indirect Channels Manager Greece, Cyprus, Malta and Account Manager IS, Philips Hellas.

The official rebranding opening event in Greece
will take place on Sunday, April 5th, in Thessaloniki,
through the Grand Sponsorship of the 10th
International Marathon «Alexander the Great»,
highlighting the company’s true commitment to the
«Live Well» philosophy.
On April 19, the 3rd Live Well
Event will take place in Syntagma
Square. We look forward
to welcoming everyone to
our events embracing wellbeing, an active lifestyle and
years
promoting the benefits of
staying fit and healthy, as
the cornerstones of a
happy daily life. V
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citizens and is privately funded. The state covers all costs for children
under 18 years of age and provides funding for all financially debilitated
citizens. All involved insurance are deprived of selective underwriting
proceedures such as age, state of health or gender, while the system
ensures fair competition between insurers and health service providers.
Mr. T. Sackville, CEO of the International Federation of Health Plans,
referred to the examples of countries such as the United Kingdom,
the United States, etc., underlining that private entrepreneurship has
succeded a far better outcome in healthcare management. Yet, swifting
to a PPP system calls for careful planning, strict timelines and strong
political volition.
Mrs. B. Athanassopoulou, Indirect Channels Manager for Greece,
Cyprus, Malta and Account Manager IS, Philips Hellas, presented the
tele-monitoring program for patients with cardiac failure, a system which
Philips has been running in the Netherlands in cooperation with Dutch
insurance companies. The implementation of this program, through a
special internet platform, connecting patients to doctors, paramedics and
healthcare assistants via monitors, so far has had positive results both in
terms of patients prognosis’ and in lowering costs. V
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are you satisfied? online member survey!!!

[an e-survey regarding the views and needs of our members in terms of services and privileges]
In March 2015 HeDA is bound to conduct an important market research
through a survey exclusively addressed to all members. The aim of the
survey is the evaluation of HeDA’s initiatives as well as the collection of
ideas, suggestions and remarks that will improve the added value of and
strenghten the networking within our Association. In fact, the answers
to the 12 questions of the survey will help us assess the nature and the
quality of our member’s relationship to our Association, the knowledge
and the extent of awareness concerning services and opportunities and,
following, the level of satisfaction in view of the way HeDA operates
and supports members. The results of the survey will provide valuable
feedback, that will assist and optimise the Board’s future decision making
and planning.
As already mentioned, our member survey consists of 12 close-end
questions, assesing 3 thematic categories: Recognisability, Satisfaction,
Proposals). Available in both English and Greek, HeDA’s internet survey
is already uploaded, online and at your disposal, by logging in at:
https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/HeDA_2015_gr (for Greek)
https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/HeDA_2015_en (for English)
Last but not least, answers to this online questionnaire are due
for processing in April while the outcome of the survey (results and
conclusions) shall be communicated to HeDA members through the
Association’s Newsletter. V

...welkom to our new members

[with 16 new memberships our HeDA family is growing bigger and bigger]
SMART FREQUENCY MEDIA LTD
Ιnternet and Web Media services
http://www.xplain.co
(+30) 2106395234
BOLD OGILVY & MATHER AEE
Advertising agency
http://www.ogilvy.gr
(+30) 210 6660000
SAS INSTITUTE S.A.
Business analytics software and advice
http://www.sas.com/el_gr/home.html
(+30) 210 6898730
G. KARTSANI
Managing Director of
SARGIA PARTNERS
http://www.sargiapartners.com
(+30) 210 8920951
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INTER PARTNER ASSISTANCE
Ιnsurance company providing assistance
services in the following core
business lines: vehicle, health, travel,
home http://www.inter-partner.gr
(+30) 210 9475900

ZIRAS OFFICE SOLUTION
Furniture import, trade and sales reps
http://www.ziras.gr (+30) 210 9858377
BIOIATRIKI
Private multi-clinic facility. Primary &
Secondary health care practice
http://www.bioiatriki.gr
(+30) 210 6966000

HELLENIC - ZEUS
Organised tours and travel activities
http://www.helleniczeus.gr
(+30) 2810 398600
C. EXARCHOU
President of QUALITY NET WORK
http://www.qualitynet.gr
(+30) 210 6898594

ASSET OGILVY
PUBLIC RELATIONS
PR and sponsorships
http://www.ogilvy.gr
(+30) 210 6660400

MOVINORD
Interior construction and design
company
http://www.movinord.com.gr
(+30) 210 6141550

D. TSESMETZOGLOU
Managing Director of
MATRIX INSURANCE &
REINSURANCE BROKERS
http://www.matrix-brokers.com/
(+30) 210 3390354

MANDE TRYP S.A.
Pela Maria Hotel is a comfortable
small hotel centrally located in
Hersonisos, one of the most popular
holiday destinations on Crete.
http://www.pelamariahotel.com
(+30) 28970 29545

MEDIA MOTION LTD
Advertising & Communication
http://www.mediamotionltd.gr
(+30) 210 8086311
TRYFON AE
Technical/construction company
Crete
(+30) 2810240434

FORTEN RISK MANAGEMENT ΕΠΕ
Loss adjusting, TPA claims management,
risk surveys, appraisal of value at
risk, mediation/arbitration, claims
recovery and related litigation
http://www.fortenrisk.com
(+30) 210 9701969

health insurance for all...

[INTERAMERICAN is proposing innovative healthcare coverage]

...NOYNOY télia
[3% fat, delicious taste]

INTERAMERICAN is pioneering in the health insurance sector, as the
top insurer, through a completely innovative strategy. The company is the
unquestionable leader in the particular sector, and stands out noticeably from
its competitors by promoting a comprehensive healthcare system that covers
the entire range of health needs – from prevention to hospitalisation and
recuperation. Through this new health insurance system, INTERAMERICAN
is introducing a modern perception of coverage, characterised by three levels
of insurance protection. By choosing Freedom, Optimum and Benefit, the
insured ensures complete flexibility in regard of re-adapting or reducing
premium. All 3 plans are characterised by simplicity, while addressing the
broader insurance needs and financial potential of policyholders.
Freedom, Optimum and Benefit plans, are aligned to the structure of
«Medisystem», the core healthcare system of the company, providing for
both out and in hospital services (physicians, diagnostics, medical exams,
hospitalisation). Additionally, healthcare services are supported by «Medicash
benefits», awarding compensation for daily hospital expenses, surgery (lump
sum benefit) and integrated benefits, a combination of hospital and surgery
compensation. All three programmes are renewed on an annual basis, premium
calculation is non gender discriminative and services of INTERAMERICAN
Emergency Medical Assistance, consisting of call center medical advice and
medical evacuation via the company’s private fleet (ambulance or medical
helicopter) or airplane.
When switching to one of the new plans, the policyowner will experience
a premium reduction that equals up to 22% for a 35-year-old man and,
correspondingly, up to 40% for a woman compared to premiums of preexisting healthcare coverage programmes.

Cooperation with ‘Best Doctors’ for Second Opinion

Since May 2014, the company provides medical «Second Opinion» services
to policyholders at no additional cost, in co-operation with «Best Doctors»
global network of physicians. The service is included in all new Medisystem
Freedom policies and in Optimum and Benefit policies after the the second
year renewal, as well as in Anytime Health Value direct insurance programme.

Distribution

All INTERAMERICAN health programmes are available through the
company’s network of Sales Offices, as well as through associated agents and
brokers, while certain fixed benefits programmes are offered through the
network of Piraeus Bank. The company’s direct provider is Anytime (Anytime
Health Value Plan, www.anytime.gr or call 8011130000).

Welcome «NOYNOY telia! 3%» in paper
pack, with even lower fats, yet the same
rich delicious taste. With 74 calories/100gr,
«NOYNOY Telia!» makes daily cooking
lighter than ever before, while its unique
texture thickens food, is highly resistant in
high temperatures and will not separate when
mixed with acidic ingredients such as lemon
or wine.
«NOYNOY Telia!» Enjoy maximum delight
with the lesser fats.
«NOYNOY Telia!» Always with the guarantee
of NOYNOY! V

The Health Network
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INTERAMERICAN’s major comparative advantage is a conclusive «Health Network», continuously enriched to include
expert physicians, diagnostic centres and associated clinics and hospitals. The Network has spread throughout Greece and
consists of a special network of medical doctors and surgeons directly compensated by the company. More specifically, the
Health Network of INTERAMERICAN includes 1,389 contracted expert physicians, 245 cutting edge medical centres, 505
contracted associate surgeons and 18 associate clinics and hospitals in Attiki, Thessaloniki, Crete and Patras. The Network
also includes the privately owned MEDIFIRST multi-clinic in Argyroupolis and ATHINAIKI MEDICLINIC, a general daycare clinic with 14 medical departments in the centre of Athens. V
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Rotterdam wins
European City of the Year Award
Rotterdam surpasses the Danish city of Aarhus
and Italian Turin, becoming the The European
City of the Year at 2015 Urbanism Awards. These
awards are given annually to acknowledge the
places who have improved most from a social,
economic and physical standpoint over the last
decades.

“the art of living” agenda

12 april 2015 - Break your personal record in
Rotterdam!
The Rotterdam Marathon is without a doubt
Holland’s largest running event. Every year, over
20.000 runners show up for this sportive event.
Among them are some of the greatest runners in
the world. Whether you want to be one of the
20.000 runners or one of the 900.000 spectators,
you will experience the Marathon of Rotterdam
as being one big party.
From 12 February until 17 May 2015 - Late
Rembrandt at Rijksmuseum
For the first time the Rijksmuseum will present a
major show of the later work of Rembrandt van
Rijn, in Amsterdam, the city where he lived, loved,
worked and died. The museum will display over
90 masterpieces by the internationally renowned
artist Rembrandt van Rijn at the apogee of his
immense talent. Discover Rembrandt in the city
in which he lived and worked!
Keukenhof
Keukenhof is the world’s most beautiful spring
park. Seven million flower bulbs make for a
unique experience. The park’s theme for 2015
will be Van Gogh, 125 years of inspiration. Tulips
from Holland are world famous. If you want to
see the Dutch tulip fields in bloom, you should
visit Holland in April and May.

17 april 2015 - 5 may 2015
Tulip Festival
Holland’s longest tulip route can
be found in the Noordoostpolder
in Flevoland. Over 100km through
nearly 2500 acres of colourful
fields make this one of the world’s
most beautiful routes. Discover the
longest tulip route in Holland
Windmills, wooden shoes and
colourful fields filled with tulips. That
is how Holland looks on a postcard.

25 september 2015 - 17 january 2016
2015: Van Gogh year in Holland
2015 is the year in which we
commemorate the death of the
world-famous artist Vincent van
Gogh. 125 years after his death, his
life will be honoured with highprofile exhibitions and festivities
in Holland, Belgium and France.
The artist was born and raised in
Holland. The Van Gogh Museum in
Amsterdam is organising a unique
exhibition about Vincent van Gogh
and Edvard Munch. The exhibition
is the first of its kind to expose
the many similarities between
these two artists’ work and artistic
ambitions. The Van Gogh Museum
will be centred on its new collection
presentation in 2015, as well as
present a unique exhibition - Munch:
Van Gogh.
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For Press Releases, Articles,
Advertisements & Subscriptions pls
contact Mrs. Konstantina Oikonomou,
Executive Secretary:
t +30 210 6166590, f +30 210 6166449
mail: heda@otenet.gr
website: www.heda.com.gr
Hellenic-Dutch Association,
18 Nik. Zekakou & K. Karamanli Str.
151 25 Maroussi, Attica, Greece

This edition is supported by:
ΑΤΗΕΝΙΑΝ BREWERY, CORAL,
FRIESLANDCAMPINA, ING,
INTERAMERICAN (ACHMEA),
PHILIPS, UNILEVER

• LOYALTY CLUB OF HEDA - MEMBER TO MEMBER OFFERS
http://www.heda.com.gr/members/member-to-member-offers-loyalty-club

All HEDA members have the opportunity to offer their services or products, at special
members’ rates, to other members of the Association. The offers will be posted on the
«Loyalty» page of our website: Loyalty Club Of Heda.
Send your offers now at heda@otenet.gr

• Facebook: www.facebook.com/hellenic.dutch.association
• Become A Member: http://www.heda.com.gr/members/become-a-member

